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EXPORT GHANA
In line with Ghana's obligations
under the Montreal Protocol and
the energy efficiency regulations
2008 (L.I.1932), the government of
Ghana will completely ban the
import of used refrigerators, used
refrigerator-freezers, used freezers and used
refrigerated compressors (motors). For further
details or if you have any question, please contact
our Export-Africa-Team.
SACO
Shipping
Hamburg:
Mr.
Alex
Retzer
Alexander.Retzer@saco.de, Ph.: +49-40-311706-227
SACO Shipping Bremen: Mr. Dieter Jordan
Dieter.Jordan@saco.de, Ph.: +49-421-52016-115

USA CLIENT ADVISORY
Strike Contingency Action Plan &
Emergency Strike Surcharge
Negotiations between the ILA
and USMX were scheduled to
resume Monday December 10,
2012. If a resolution is not reached by December
29, 2012 all US Gulf Coast and East Coast ports
may
be
shut
down.
Assuming all ports on the US Gulf Coast and US

East Coast are shut down in connection with the
ILA strike, we will offer to move cargo to an
alternate port on the US West Coast or via Canada.
In the event that cargo needs to be routed to an
alternate port of export we will reinstate our routing
fee announced earlier this year. Cargo will only be
moved upon request and agreement with the
controlling
cargo
party.
Effective January 1, 2013, export cargo which is
rerouted
will
incur
additional
costs
In the event that import cargo is re-routed the cost
differential would apply based on the available
service
options.
We are monitoring the situation closely to ensure
that we are ready to re-route cargo as required.
The contingencies being planned are subject to
the underlying carrier´s service and availability.

SACO Shipping Hamburg: Mrs. Monika Hundert
Monika.Hundert@saco.de,Ph.: +49-40-311706-134
SACO Shipping Bremen: Mr. Volker Buchholtz
Volker.Buchholtz@saco.de,
Ph.: +49-421-52016-114
SACO Shipping Hamburg: Mr. Marcus Ehlers
Marcus.Ehlers@saco.de, Ph.: +49-40-311706-135
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EXPORT NAMIBIA
WALVIS BAY – As from
January, 1st 2013 a LowSulphur-Surcharge of 1USD
w/m will be implemented. If
you do have any further
questions, please get in
contact with our Export-Africa-Team.
SACO Shipping Hamburg: Mrs. Kira Martfeld
Kira.Martfeld@saco.de, Ph.: +49-40-311706-208
SACO Shipping Bremen: Mrs. Michaela Suchard
Michaela.Suchard@saco.de, Ph.: +49-421-52016-131

EXPORT GREENLAND
NUUK -Saco is glad to offer
you from January 2013 a
service to Nuuk in Greenland.
Furthermore we can offer
door-deliveries for most
destinations within Greenland.
Shipments will be effected with our weekly IcelandService from Hamburg via Reykjavik. Our agent in
Reykjavik, TVG-Zimsen, will take care of all
operational matters in Iceland and Greenland.
In the beginning there will be one departure every
three weeks from Reykjavik with a transit-time of
approximate 4 days.

For further questions our Export-Team will be
available for you.
Saco Shipping Hamburg: Mr. Wolfgang Büscher,
Wolfgang.Buescher@saco.de,
Ph.: +49-40-311703207
Saco Shipping Bremen: Mr. Jarek Pretki,
Jarek.Pretki@saco.de, Ph.: +49-421-52016123
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We thank you for the good collaboration in 2012
and are looking forward to further good
collaboration also in 2013!

We’re wishing you and your families

MERRY CHRISTMAS

AND A PROSPEROUS

NEW
YEAR

2013

